About Us

Welcome to The Global Beauty Group 2019 Technology Guide

This is a complete resource for Salon, Spa, Clinic and Practice owners looking to view our premier range of aesthetic technology. Here you will discover an exciting and forward-thinking selection of technology that greatly reflects our emphasis on high quality, innovation and excellent value.

OUR MISSION
what we do every day
We make people feel wonderful.

VISION OF SUCCESS
what we are striving to become
The Global Beauty Group is to be regarded by Salon, Spa, Clinic and Practice Owners as the No. 1 Aesthetic and Medical Grade Devices and Skin Care Company in the world.

OUR VALUES
what is non-negotiable
“Reliable, Accountable, Passionate, Innovative, Respectful, Supportive, Commercial and Fun”.
It's time to explore a new world of aesthetic technology

Simply select a topic from our menu below and flick through to its corresponding page. There you can view a great selection of devices designed to deliver performance-driven results for both your business and clients.
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IPL Machines

The Global Beauty Group’s award winning range of multi-functional LUX Series IPL machines have been designed for results driven treatments, and are included on the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods (ARTG No 295158).

SuperLUX SHR IPL

Award winning, next generation IPL technology

Winner of the 2017 Aestheticians Choice Award for the ‘Multi-Function Equipment’ category, SuperLUX SHR from LUX Series is a multifunctional, industry-leading technology.

- **Advanced IPL SHR Hair Removal** - The SuperLUX SHR handpiece offers rapid, pain free treatments for larger areas with a simple gliding motion that scans the treatment zone.

- **Superior and versatile results** - Integrated Dual-Mode technology combines IPL, radiofrequency (RF) and skin contact cooling to treat a wider range of skin types and hair colours, while a wide range of spot sizes enable rapid treatments on any body part.

- **Operator and client comfort** - Standard IPL treatments are fast and easy with both foot pedal and ergonomic handpiece firing options, plus -7° skin contact cooling keeps clients comfortable.

- **Powerful skin correction services** - Included filters allow clinicians to perform advanced Photo Rejuvenation, Acne Management, Pigmentation Correction and Vascular Therapy.

- **Optional RF handpiece** - Add in demand skin tightening treatments with a LUX Series Radiofrequency (RF) skin tightening hand piece to firm and tone lax skin in 6-8 treatments.
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UltraLUX and UltraLUX PRO
One device – 13 results driven treatments

Powerful and versatile, these multi-faceted devices allow beauty businesses to instantly add some of the most commonly requested treatments to their service menu:

- **Comprehensive range of IPL services** - With 3 IPL handpieces included, UltraLUX and UltraLUX PRO come complete with IPL SHR, IPL Dual-Mode for hair removal on lighter pigmented hair and your choice of spot size for standard IPL hair removal and IPL skin rejuvenation.
- **Ultrasound Body Contouring + RF Skin Tightening** - Reduce fat and cellulite in problem areas with the included fat cavitation handpiece, plus tighten lax or ageing skin with LUX Series RF.
- **Q-Switched Nd:YAG laser optional upgrade** - Add tattoo removal and carbon facials to your treatment menu to target new demographics with some of Australia’s fastest growing treatments.

Hair Removal Lasers
Laser Hair Removal continues to provide a fast, easy and in demand solution for customers seeking effective permanent hair removal for virtually any part of their body.

HairLASE
The Smart Laser Hair Removal System

HairLASE is the latest innovation to join the exclusive LUX Series range of treatment technologies:

- **Rapid, hassle free treatments** - HairLASE offers long sweeping, short sweeping and stamping application modes for fast and effective treatments on Fitzpatrick Skin Types I-VI.
- **Superior patient comfort** - Advanced skin contact cooling of -4°C sets a benchmark for exceptional patient comfort.
- **Streamlined design** - A smart compact system that integrates an ergonomic handpiece and the best of diode laser technology, HairLASE fits seamlessly into all treatment rooms.
- **Pre-programmed treatments** - With a modern, user-friendly LCD touch screen interface, HairLASE recommends best settings for each client skin type.
LED Devices

With its restorative properties, hands-free application and visible results, LED has become a powerful clinical tool for promoting overall skin and cellular wellbeing with little time, effort and consumables required.

MediLUX

Ultimate versatility for unprecedented LED results

Combining 5 LED wavelengths, wide adjustable head for maximum coverage and one of the highest power outputs available, MediLUX allows clinicians to push their LED service potential further than ever before:

- **Pre-programmed LED treatments** - Easy to use touch-and-go facial services on a 10.4 inch colour touchscreen interface.
- **Manual mode treatments** - Ultimate versatility with customisable time, sequence and power options on blue, green, yellow, red and near-infrared light settings.
- **Adjustable LED panel** - Panel adjusts to the curves of the face and neck or to completely straight for unique, non-facial services such as the back and stomach.
- **Near-Infrared services** - Boost adenosine triphosphate production (ATP) to promote wound healing, release of toxins, DNA repair and cellular regeneration.
- **Ultimate power output** - Higher wavelengths for faster treatments in Acne Management, Pigmentation Correction, Redness Reduction, Age Management and Dermal Repair.

Bio-Synthesis™

Industry-leading multi wavelength light therapy

Bio-Synthesis™ adds the professional edge to any skin corrective service:

- **4 clinical light therapies** - Features blue light for acne management and sebum control, red light for anti-ageing collagen production, yellow light for calming inflammation and green light for hyperpigmentation and balancing skin tone.
- **Pre-programmed and manual modes** - Tailor treatments to your clients’ needs with adjustable parameters.
Micro/Hydrodermabrasion Machines

The ability to provide clients with smooth, thoroughly exfoliated, hydrated and youthful looking skin in as little as one treatment is a key factor in the ongoing popularity of microdermabrasion and hydrodermabrasion. Using clinical strength techniques to exfoliate and renew the skin, devices can also be combined with strategic skin corrective products to yield results that are immediately psychologically satisfying.

Bio-Hydroderm Trinity™ and Bio-Penta™

Replenish and renew dry, pigmented, ageing and congested skin with advanced wet/dry exfoliation and product infusion:

- **Latest crystal-free microdermabrasion technology** - Innovative design and a diamond tip handpiece deliver brilliant skin renewal and hydrating treatments that are not only comfortable, but relaxing.
- **Interchangeable abrasive discs** - Select the required exfoliation intensity with 5 abrasive discs interchangeable to suit your client’s specific skin condition.
- **Performs multiple passes rapidly** - Apply as many as 4 passes to target problem areas with the ergonomic handpiece. This closed loop vacuum system stimulates sluggish circulation and enhances skin plumpness.
- **Strategic skin hydration** - AQUAFUSE solutions provide nourishing hydration, while targeting individual skin concerns such as age reduction, fine lines, pigmentation, congestion and acne.
- **LED, ultrasonic exfoliation and product infusion options** - Combining the hydrodermabrasion of Bio-Hydroderm Trinity™ with the blue, red and combination light therapy of bt-Accent™ LED, Bio-Penta™ also utilises microsonic facial cleansing and microcurrent plus ultrasound product penetration for the ultimate 5-in-1 skin care system.
Oxygen Facial Technology

Along with oxygenating skin cells for a radiant glow, pure oxygen therapy works as an anti-bacterial and anti-inflammatory, while also infusing topical ingredients and serums deeper into the epidermal layer for enhanced skin corrective results.

Revitalise dry, dehydrated, ageing, congested and blemished skin with pure oxygen and nutrient-rich skin infusions:

- **Patented OxyGeneo™ technology** - OxyGeneo™ application generates a chemical reaction producing CO2 bubbles which gently burst on the skin’s surface to oxygenate cells and revitalise skin.

- **Simultaneous exfoliation and ultrasound infusion** - Anti-ageing formulas are infused into the skin via oxygen and ultrasound while the unique Capsugen tablet (sodium bicarbonate + citric acid) exfoliates for a smoother, fresher and plumper complexion.

- **Radiofrequency (RF) skin tightening and product infusion available** - TriPollar® massager handpiece delivers additional skin tightening services to the face, neck and hands to further enhance the anti-ageing effects.

---

**geneO+™**

The ultimate 3-in-1 super facial

Oxygenate and invigorate tired, stressed and congested skin with the industry's most innovative oxygen therapy technology:

- Patented **OxyGeneo™ technology** - OxyGeneo™ application generates a chemical reaction producing CO2 bubbles which gently burst on the skin’s surface to oxygenate cells and revitalise skin.

- **Simultaneous exfoliation and ultrasound infusion** - Anti-ageing formulas are infused into the skin via oxygen and ultrasound while the unique Capsugen tablet (sodium bicarbonate + citric acid) exfoliates for a smoother, fresher and plumper complexion.

- **Radiofrequency (RF) skin tightening and product infusion available** - TriPollar® massager handpiece delivers additional skin tightening services to the face, neck and hands to further enhance the anti-ageing effects.

---

**bt-Accent AIR™**

The secret to radiant skin

Revitalise dry, dehydrated, ageing, congested and blemished skin with pure oxygen and nutrient-rich skin infusions:

- **Hydrates, purifies and rejuvenates skin cells** - Bio-Wand and Bio-Jet handpieces deliver pressurised oxygen deep into the skin to purify pores, increase skin hydration and stimulate blood circulation for an instantaneous glow.

- **94% pure oxygen delivery** - Free from nitrogen and other harmful elements, 94% pure oxygen penetrates skin cells via 3 advanced oxygen delivery methods, including the full-face Bio-Dome.

- **Quiet operation** - This low noise device provides a calming, soothing and relaxing high-tech facial experience.
Microcurrent Machines

Lifted, firmed and contoured facial features can now be achieved without invasive procedures thanks to microcurrent technology. Also known as “non-surgical facelifts” or “muscle re-education”, clients of all skin types and ages can enjoy a younger, fresher appearance without pain, injectables or downtime.

bt-Nano™

Electrify your anti-ageing treatments

Compact size, maximum efficacy — bt-Nano™ is the non-surgical facelift you can take anywhere:

- **5 pre-set facial services** - Select from 5 facial service modes including the bt-Cocktail™ Lift, Quickly Clear Acne Facial™, Platinum Touch Hand Renewal™ and more.
- **Lightweight, portable design** - Battery operated and weighing less than 500 grams, this compact device is perfect for spas and clinics with multiple treatment rooms, and is also ideal for aestheticians on the go.

Bio-Ultimate Platinum™

The industry’s leading non-surgical facelift

Lift, tone, firm, contour and volumise with this high-powered, sophisticated and feature-packed microcurrent system:

- **15+ pre-programmed facial services** - Deliver ultra-professional facial contouring services tailored to your client’s specific skin concerns and treatment objectives, from age defying treatments to acne management, turbo lifting facials, and more.
- **Patented Suzuki Sequencing™** - Premium engineered system enhanced by patented Suzuki Sequencing™, and complete with full facial and hand accessories for comprehensive anti-ageing treatments.
- **Stand-alone or layered services** - Bio-Ultimate Platinum™ delivers powerful stand-alone facial lifting and contouring services, but can also be used as part of a layered technology treatment plan, such as post-hydrodermabrasion/microdermabrasion.
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Radiofrequency Technology

Delivering a wide range of treatment applications, radiofrequency technology (also known as RF) generates collisions between charged molecules and ions to create heat energy. RF energy is commonly used in aesthetic treatments to produce a microinflammatory stimulation of fibroblasts which helps to generate collagen and elastin, as well as to effectively stimulate fat breakdown, induce cellulite reduction, and tighten lax skin.

Pollogen MAXIMUS™ + Pollogen LEGEND™

Clinically proven body contouring

Sculpt, contour and rejuvenate with Pollogen MAXIMUS™ and Pollogen LEGEND™ devices:

- **TriLipo® with DMA™ (Dynamic Muscle Activation) technology** - Reduce circumferential fat and cellulite by heating and pressurising the targeted subcutaneous fat to the point of release. Included DMA™ technology provides simultaneous muscle lifting and toning for more dramatic body contouring and figure sculpting results.

- **Multiple treatment benefits** - TriLipo® clients can also enjoy dermal volumising, skin tightening, stretch mark reduction, wrinkle reduction, cellulite reduction and body detoxification.

- **3 treatment applicators** - A variety of applicator sizes are provided to deliver effective accessibility and treatment coverage to delicate, small-medium, and large body areas.

- **No discomfort or downtime** - Patients experience comfortable, convenient in-and-out treatments without disruption to work or daily activities.
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Divine Pro™ and Pollogen LEGEND™ are multi-solution platforms that work to non-surgically resurface and rejuvenate both the epidermal and dermal layers of skin:

- **VoluDerm™ RF enhanced microneedling** - Using minimally invasive micro needles (0.5mm H x 150 micron W), the VoluDerm™ handpiece engages Radiofrequency (RF) technology to renew the epidermal layer and volumise the dermal layer.

- **TriFractional™ for epidermal rejuvenation** - Using minimally invasive pins (0.2mm H x 300 micron W), TriFractional™ treats the outer epidermis, functioning as a mild peeling procedure to improve skin tone, texture and clarity.

- **TriPollar® with DMA™ technology** - For high-tech anti-ageing facials, TriPollar® RF technology enhanced with DMA™ techniques tighten, lift, contour, volumise and induce collagen remodelling to the face, neck and décolleté.

- **Cutting-edge Innovation** - Divine Pro™ delivers a holistic approach to anti-ageing by repairing the skin from the inside out.

- **Minimal discomfort and downtime** - Treatments range from non-invasive to minimally invasive, meaning clients experience superior comfort and decreased downtime when compared to other skin resurfacing technologies.

- **Quick 30 minute sessions** - Treatment takes on average 30 minutes per session, offering absolute convenience for clients.
Cryolipolysis Machines

With 63% of Australians now overweight or obese (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2017) fat reduction is one of the fastest growing aesthetic treatments amongst both men and women. Cryolipolysis fat reduction induces cell apoptosis (fat removal) by selectively targeting and chilling unwanted fat pockets with icy cold temperatures in quick and easy sessions, making it an ideal solution for men and women seeking effective solutions for improving their physique without disruption to their daily life and work commitments.

Criocuum

Professional cryolipolysis for results-driven therapists

Experience the latest innovation in medical grade fat freezing technology:

- **Advanced cryolipolysis technology** - Adjustable temperatures as cold as -10° applied to the treatment area isolate and chill fatty subcutaneous tissue to the point of destruction. Fat cells are then removed through the body's natural filtration system, with visible results forming as early as 15 days following treatment.

- **Clinically proven results** - Case studies show an average reduction of fatty tissue between 3mm and 15mm, or up to 45% of the fatty tissue present, providing clients with a visibly trimmer, more contoured appearance without surgery.

- **High demand treatments** - Quick, non-invasive application allows patients to noticeably improve their physique without pain, downtime, or disruption to their usual daily commitments.

- **Versatile treatment areas** - With large fold, small fold, mini fold and curved contour handpieces clinicians can treat a wide range of areas including the chin, upper arms, abdomen, thighs, buttocks, back and hips using their choice of 1 or 2 handpieces at a time.
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Ultrasound Body Shaping Devices

Even with a balanced diet and exercise, many clients struggle to reduce stubborn pockets of fat on problem body areas such as the abdomen, thighs, bra line and upper arms. According to a 2017 MyFaceMyBody study, 85% of Australasian consumers would consider having a body shaping treatment to address these problem areas. Ultrasound cavitation is a quick and painless treatment that works to not only reduce fat and the appearance of cellulite, but also tone and tighten the body for a trimmer, more sculpted physique.

LUX Series

The pain-free approach to body enhancement

Slim, tone, tighten and contour with SlimLUX, UltraLUX and UltraLUX PRO devices:

- **Targeted fat and cellulite reduction** - Low level ultrasonic waves of compression and expansion gradually enlarge micro-bubbles within the fat cells. The micro-bubbles collide and implode, encouraging the emulsification of fat cells. The treated fat is then released through the body’s natural filtration system.

- **Dedicated skin tightening** - Each LUX Series device offers additional face and body treatments, such as Radiofrequency (RF) skin tightening, to further tighten and tone the treated areas of fatty tissue.

- **No downtime** - Lifestyle-driven benefits include quick, comfortable treatments, and no post-treatment downtime, so clients are free to resume daily activities as normal.

- **Sonophoresis product infusion** - Ultrasound skin care infusion facials deepen product penetration, resulting in greater absorption of the skincare ingredients to deliver more radiant facial outcomes.
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Q-Switched Nd:YAG Lasers

By producing short, nanosecond long pulses of powerful energy, Q-Switched Nd:YAG lasers are able to safely shatter the particles within skin pigmentation and tattoo inks. With 34% of tattooed Australians either regretting a tattoo or considering having it removed (Choice, 2014), tattoo removal services are a popular treatment for salons, spas, clinics or practices wanting to expand their client base.

**TRI-BEAM™**

Included on the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods (No. 223320), TRI-BEAM™ is the world’s fastest tattoo removal laser. It’s advanced Q-Switched Nd:YAG laser system boasts outstanding tattoo removal and skin resurfacing abilities:

- **Targets a full spectrum of tattoo ink** - 532nm, 585nm, 650nm and 1064nm wavelengths allow for comprehensive treatment of inks spanning the colour spectrum.

- **Flexible spot sizes and rapid delivery** - Adjustable spot sizes (2mm to 10mm) facilitate maximum coverage and 20hz pulse capacity enables faster and more reliable treatment outcomes.

- **Broad range of applications** - A 532nm wavelength treats freckles, solar lentigines and superficial pigmentation by selectively destroying melanin found in the epidermis, retaining the integrity of the surrounding tissue for a brighter and more even skin tone.

- **Deep laser penetration** - A 1064nm wavelength targets post-inflammatory hyper-pigmentation, melasma, nevus of ota and ABNOM by shattering the pigment, without thermal trauma.

- **Exceptional Carbon Facial results** - A 1064nm Gen Technique™ laser promotes collagen regeneration to thermally lift, tighten and tone the skin, plus reduce the appearance of fine lines and pore size.
Skin Needling Pens

Skin needling, also known as Collagen Induction Therapy (CIT), causes controlled trauma to the epidermis and dermis to trigger the body’s natural wound healing response. This renews the appearance of skin by generating as much as a 206% increase in new collagen fibres (Schwartz, 2006), leading to a reduction in fine lines, wrinkles and enlarged pores, improvement in acne scarring, and refinement of uneven skin tone and texture.

UltraLASE

Laser technology for unwanted tattoos and skin rejuvenation

This dedicated Q-Switched Nd:YAG laser system from LUX Series allows clinicians to remove unwanted tattoos and perform the highly sought after Carbon Facial, also known as the “Chinadoll Facial” or “Hollywood Facial”:

- **Rapid laser light absorption** - Laser energy penetrates the skin and targets the tattoo pigment. The tattoo pigment absorbs the light and shatters the ink into tiny pieces before naturally removing itself through the body’s filtration system.

- **On trend Carbon Facials** - Medical grade carbon creme is applied to the entire facial area which is absorbed into the pores. This is followed by application of laser light wavelengths to activate the carbon, shattering it into particles to clean and rejuvenate the epidermal layer of the skin.

- **Excellent clarity and ease of use** - Ultra-bright aiming beam offers maximum clarity and ease of application while the easy to use interface enables seamless switching between 532nm and 1064nm wavelengths.

- **Multifunctional options available** - The UltraLASE Q-Switched Nd:YAG laser handpiece is also an optional upgrade on the UltraLUX PRO IPL, SHR, RF skin tightening and fat cavitation system.

Dermal Pen PRO

Dermal Pen PRO is an advanced motorised skin needling system that creates controlled micro-injuries, inducing collagen and elastin synthesis for a more youthful complexion:

- **Customisable treatment depths** - The motorised treatment head vertically penetrates the epidermis and dermis with ultra-fine needles at customisable depths between 0.25mm and 2.5mm.

- **Multiple treatment areas** - With a range of disposable treatment tip options (including 9 pin, 12 pin, 36 pin and 42pin) Dermal Pen PRO enables effective treatments on of the face, hands, neck, décolleté and body.

- **Powerful treatments** - Interchangeable socket and battery pack power options allow clinicians maximum comfort in treating without compromising on power.
Skin analysis forms an integral part of any client consult. Advanced analysis technology can assist with accurately diagnosing surface and subsurface skin concerns, enabling aestheticians to educate clients about their skin and confidently proceed with the right skincare or treatment for their needs.

OBSERV
The first step to optimum skin health

Take your clients on a revolutionary journey beneath the skin’s surface:

- **State of the art skin observation** - OBSERV assists skin professionals with accurate skin condition diagnosis at both the epidermal and dermal layer using patent-pending skin fluorescence technology. This scientific principle exposes the skin to low, safe levels of UV light, highlighting skin characteristics and patterns with unparalleled clarity when compared to similar diagnostic tools.

- **6 observation modes** - Clinically examine the entire facial region with Daylight mode, True UV mode, Simulated Wood’s lamp mode, Parallel-polarisation mode, Cross-polarisation mode and Complexion analysis.

- **Impressive side by side comparisons** - Keep clients engaged on their treatment journey with cutting-edge side by side comparisons that track improvements and progress.

- **Modern, user-friendly system** - Control the OBSERV system conveniently and wirelessly using an iPad and the downloadable OBSERV app to track clients skin journeys.

- **Advanced Imaging System (AIS)** - A rotating chinrest allows clinicians to take full-face digital images front on, and at angles of 40 and 90 degrees. FaceNotes feature allows clinicians to write and draw directly on examination images to highlight areas of concern, then print or email them directly to the client with their skin analysis report.

- **Customised to your business** - Easily access your treatment and skin care options within the consultation, for an organic transition from skin examination to treatment recommendations and solid bookings.
Mouth Rejuvenation Devices

Teeth whitening is the most commonly requested cosmetic dentistry treatment and allows salons, spas, clinics and practices to diversify their treatment menu and appeal to a whole new client demographic. The latest developments in teeth whitening provide full mouth rejuvenation using Radiofrequency (RF) energy to activate molecules in specially formulated toothpaste to safely "pull out" stains from enamel while promoting overall mouth and gum health.

**BrightTonix**

Professional teeth whitening results

**BrightTonix is a stylish and portable mouth rejuvenation system that provides a safe alternative to harsh hydrogen peroxide teeth bleaching. Using low energy RF and an expertly formulated Y10 toothpaste, BrightTonix safely removes stains to whiten teeth:**

- **Fast, simple and effective** - Treatment takes just 30 minutes and there's no pre-preparation or post-treatment home care.
- **Safe on enamel and comfortable** - Eliminates the gum soreness and sensitivity associated with other whitening treatments.
- **Impressive rejuvenation results** - Noticeable improvement to teeth and gum health after just 1 treatment.
- **Innovative next generation technology** - When RF is engaged, the molecules in Y10’s toothpaste are charged, creating a chemical bond with the teeth stains (chromophore). Rapid changes in the complex pull out the chromophore from the enamel, safely breaking it down to whiten teeth and promote overall gum health.
- **Clinical standard, professional design** - BrightTonix is an Israeli developed device supported by leading dental professionals and developed by aestheticians and engineers. It's also been used in clinical trials from leading dental clinics.
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Handheld Technology

Take your salon, spa or clinic to the next level with our range of professional technology from the bt-Gear™ range of handheld devices.

**bt-Analyze™**

Sophisticated skin membrane sensor

Calculate moisture levels on the skin to clearly define the needs of each area, as well as provide pre and post treatment moisture analysis:

- **Clear readings** - Each reading is saved and displayed on the intelligent LCD screen so that it can be documented at the end of the analysis session.
- **Compact and portable** - At only 9cm in length and under 150g, this cordless and battery powered essential fits easily into pockets and belts for anywhere analysis.

**bt-Sonic™**

Professional sonic facial cleansing brush

Kickstart your services with the deepest, most purifying clean possible:

- **Anti-microbial, anti-bacterial + silver ion technology** - Advanced motorised cleansing technology clinically proven to be 6x more effective than cleansing with hands.
- **Sonic motor stimulated Azul silicone cleansing bristles** - Achieve a comprehensive cleanse in two minutes. Triangular cleansing head allows access to hard to reach facial contours.

**bt-Micro™**

Ultrasonic exfoliation, peeling and infusion

High speed exfoliation for smoother, healthier skin:

- **4 service modes** - Features ultrasonic and microcurrent technology to cleanse, peel, exfoliate and infuse.
- **Ultimate versatility** - Portable design assists therapists with superior skin priming and iontophoresis. Excellent as a stand-alone ultrasonic facial, or layered with other technologies.

**bt-Vision™**

Hands-free magnification and illumination visor

Self-lit visor offers hands-free analytical support during treatment:

- **Up to 9x magnification** - 1.2x, 1.8x, 2.5x and 3.5x combinable magnification lenses with LED illumination for clearest field of vision.
- **Battery powered, cordless system** - This comfortable, portable visor assists therapists with skin analysis and enhanced observation during consults and treatment.
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FOUR WAYS WE’RE THERE FOR YOUR BUSINESS

1. Device training

A comprehensive training program is included with your device to get you up and running with confidence when performing your new aesthetic treatments.

- Program covers theory, practical and consult training
- Learn from fully qualified, industry expert trainers
- Enjoy learning in bright, modern training facilities
- Certificate of participation provided upon completion
- Retraining sessions available for maintaining service standards

2. Technical support

Our rapid response ongoing technical support service is designed to ensure the day to day operation of your treatment technology always runs at peak performance.

- Access to Melbourne based phone support
- Local engineers on hand to help Australia wide
- Same day dispatch on loan devices
- Access to setup and troubleshooting video guides
- Spare parts availability service

3. Marketing support

Spreading the word about your new aesthetic treatments is a vital element for business growth and success. This is why we include comprehensive marketing and promotional resources with every device purchase.

- Posters, brochures, flyer templates and social media posts
- Ready-to-go prewritten email campaigns and website content
- Social media guides for maximising your online exposure
- Treatment menus, pricing guides and customer talking points
- Before and After images templates, promotional videos

4. Clinical support

Our clinical support service assists with managing the daily operations of your salon, spa, clinic or practice to minimise stress, maximise productivity and ensure clinical procedures are carried out efficiently.

- Qualified industry support available by phone and email
- Treatment protocols for running aesthetic services smoothly
- Access to consultation forms, consent forms and patient education
- Access to clinical research papers and skin physiology guides
- Utilise support videos, treatment modalities and much more
Why do 2,000+ salons, spas, clinics and practices across Australia and New Zealand choose The Global Beauty Group?

“The Global Beauty Group’s service, knowledge and experience is exceptional. It is wonderful to deal with such a professional company”
– Cherie Tippett, Simply Elegant Beauty Salon

“Time and time again, I keep coming back to The Global Beauty Group because they always have the best technology to fit the purpose and our needs”
– Kerree Kerr, Self-Centred Medi Spa

Our IPL machine is a real workhorse - we get fantastic results. Training is awesome! Follow up is always punctual. When it’s time to upgrade or upscale I will give the team at GBG a call again”
– Gry Tomte, HÜD Skin + Body

“I wish I had discovered The Global Beauty Group years ago. I cannot say enough good things about the company, the customer service is excellent, training second to none and the machines the best I have ever used. Will never go anywhere else”
– Dale Felizatto, Boutique of Cosmetic Dermatology

“Reliable machines and excellent communication. Would highly recommend”
– Anita Turner, Gippsland Cosmetic Laser Clinic

“Our technology allows superior long-term treatment and retention of patients. It allows better and longer term engagement with patients. For me personally, it has allowed us to slowly bring patient’s conditions under control without the downtime”
– Associate Professor Greg Goodman, Dermatology Institute of Victoria